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{AI} Artificial Intelligence | We have refrence this here in Trading 
Room 5 which leads into Trading Room 6. 

As evolution would like you to think, it has taken the main stage over 
creation, you may like to look deeper into who is pushing for evolution
over creation of human life & why?, 

Or an even better question would be to thinks what’s in it for some 
and nothing for others? Why such a push and a rush? 

Here in this Trading Room we will go head on into the select groups 
& layers of the cosmos of hidden veils within the secret societies, 
Organisations, Corporations, Media, Moguels, Olagarts and your 
existance and what it means to those they serve. 

We touch governments & governence, both local national & 
internation. What ever comes up inside our events we discuss. Again I 
will remind you that this is a private event and if disruption is your 
intent then eviction will happen. 

 Q | Ask yourself who is up for the “win” 

 when man does not believe in his creator? 

 and starts to believe in mans interpretation of evolution 
more than the original creation of man? 

Once you hear my personal story you will begin to understand that my
life has been veiled. You could even say that my soul was sold. What 
I will say is that I know my own ancestors tried to trade my gifts more
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than trading me. Spiritually programmed & cloned are a truth of mine 
& this truth has been dealt with by being in a relationship of faith 
{knowing the creator}, not by evolution. 

The past disembodied bloodline members who now reside inside the 
eternity of the “Celestrial Lodge Above” {Pew sitting Freemasonic 
Lodge Members,} can not birth their secret society programs back into 
the bloodline ever again.  My personal journey of NOT walking-life-
out, but walking within-a-kingdom-life, is worthy of you getting to 
understand by experiencing before knowing. 

Discernment is key in the supernatrual, & I will share with you the 
garments specific to New Zealand that this ancestor was wearing. 
Inside the event we will not be focused on the garment but more the 
purpose of the garment.  

 Which temperature was this Great Uncle of mine in? 

 And how many other men were sitting in that pew with him? 

 And what choices did these men take in life to end up here in 
this place? 

 And why did I get to see?

For me and all the 3-Chair positions & their language between worlds 
that they each produce, I will now give you content & RLS regarding 
the intent behind the veils of hidden pathways from trades into topics 
like Tarot Readings, Channeling, Angel Cards, Chinese Astrology, 
Egyptian Astrology, Ruins & more. 
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My question is to those that understand the statement., what’s at the 
end of the unseen left hand path. & what is at the end of the right 
hand path? For those that have had readings what does this mean to 
you and your loved ones.  

This also related to any level of angel card readers & customers. Even 
if you only self read at home for no one else but you. Knowing that 
the 2’s in the spirit are a counterfit to the end time or the seperating of
man into machine. The 2-witnesses are at play in the spirit-realms & 
dimensions!  

Here is where the intersections or lay-line are working, I will not go to
deep, but I will express to you that we do go deep in understanding for
the greater impact after the fact. {Meaning homework tools} 

Heaven has no intersections of pathways or abyss, no causeways and 
no need for bullet-proof glass. If 2nd-Chair practices & practioners say 
their are no veils and say no evil exists, that it’s all in the mind of a 
person. Same with those that hear voices, then those same people 
making these statments either do not have permission to see past the 
first set of veils in the spirit-world or are hidding a satanic agenda 
knowingly. This also applies to many styles of therapy linked to mental
illness issues, knowingly or unknowingly denying the human 
trichotomy, by it’s 3-parts. {RLS #128}

Do not misquote me on this, again discussion, Q&A is important for 
contex. 

Regarding the astrology & other reading trades, if anyone in your 
bloodline did anything like this, come and join our workshop to clear 
& correct the bloodline, so you understand by experience. You will 
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also build knowledge about what these trades actualy do to the soul’s 
of a bloodline. {many modern mind illness are founded thorugh SRA 
or stanic bloodline un-resolved issues} One of my went all the way 
back to the black plague that hit England, many generations back 
RLS#218. 

Many times through the correction of a bloodline bondage or curse 
inside the trichotomy can also impact earths enviorment. While most 
defiently chnages life & lifestyle results on earth. If you are a New 
Age practicing reader or other modalities, & witness repeatting patterns
& cycles with your clients then we welcome you to bring your case 
files to our events. Please understand, attending our workshops as a 
New Age practisioner, If you are ready then we are willing to have 
conversations with you. Also know your intent must be a match with 
our T’s & C’s. 

Now if you have had a reading or have been a reader or any other 
form of cosmos spirit-guide communications & have never seen the 
causways of hell {realms & dimsntions of hell} then come and let us 
share & xpose  a deeper view of your own “arche” because eternity is 
to long to to regret a simple invite to expand your understanding. 
Inside this Trading Room are books & ledgers discussions for eternity 
purposes.  

This is even more important if you have been like me and attended a 
event where someone has channeled an entity {ie, Abrahma Hick and 
others} The Book called the Secret & other content also are part of our
discussion. 
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Knowing what has been attached to your life unknowingly through 
these events is a key to changing issues in the physical across the 
bloodline. Becuase there are many versions of these entities that like to
mislead you & along the way they become attached to other family 
members through your trade’s. 

Who Funds the Young | When poverty hits households and a talented 
young family member is identified but cost are outside of parents 
reach, people will go to groups like Lions, Rotary, Masons type 
sponsarship or scholarships and never think anything other than being 
greatful for the kindness shown. BUT! Is there a deeper intent to the 
action of generositiy, & if yes then what does that look like in the 
spirit-world? {This is one example of many} 

Disclaimer | Until you hear our content you will not understand our 
evidence that supports our brief statement & overview in this glossary. 
For non-3rd-Chair people who have never had any such engagement 
with readings we applaude you. 

However do your research into anyone in your bloodline. Because I 
had a mother in-law that would ring me most days and read out my 
astrology or birth sign from the paper or a magazine. At the time I 
never understood the inplication in the spirit world because of my 
anthiest or agnostic beliefs.  

At that time my mother in-law initiated this & I did not dismiss it 
because I thought she was being interested in my life & was showing 
kindness. How wrong was I. This action on her behalf anchored 
something that I will discuss in class. 
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So inocently I would like to think people do this, while others do it 
knowingly, most have no clue of the spiritual consequences across 
generations they are embedding into current & future bloodlines. They 
are also sewing a seed into their own eternity through this action as 
well. This one action can bring about a massive consequence that 
changes what you thought your eternity would bring.

Welcome to Trading Room 5 

Founder Karyn Cooksley 
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Glossary | Trading Rooms #5 | Life’s Symbology    

New Age Symbology | How does the 2 of wands, cups, swords, 
pentacles, or any other cards, be it Tarot, Angel Cards, Picture Reading
or Psychomitry {object, painting, photo, or jewelery reading} Oracle 
Objects, Treasure Box Reading, Astrology & numerology readings. 

They each and many other trade form invisible {spirit-portals} opening 
spirit-world doors into your life while your actions also give access to 
those around you. How does that take you down the left hand path & 
closes the right hand path & why does this matter for people, 
knowingly or unknowingly? {Books, Ledger & Scrolls} 

All cosmic trades have massive consequences and the list is so varied 
& woven in and across the cosmos, it’s impossible to place a glossary 
that makes sense. 

Instead we will leave the list for the 8am-Rollercoaster. Bring your 
Trading or your DNA trading list to this event and lets xpose, heal & 
seal off the open portals, or the unseen into your bloodline lives. {This
ishow false altars are errected} especially over babies.

House Clearing of Negative Energy | How does the results turn out 
within the different options, being Chair-1 Chair-2 Chair-3 plus 
indiginious beliefs. From Asia to Africa to New Zealand & Australia, 
to USA and other native tribes and nations? From New York to 
London, Irish & Celtic? What is hidden that could make a difference 
by knowing something that is hidden in plain sight! 
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How & why does any of this matter in our emerging electronic world 
we are heading into? What does any of this have to do with cancer, 
depression, suicide, poverty, education, food, farming & you! 

Lifestyle & Governence Symbology | poverty levels, inside a family 
line, across a community or township, embedded into levels of SRA. 
How does this get healed and who can do the healing?  What can the 
unity of a family do to change out comes for all or indeviduals under a
curse, hex, vex incantation of spell? These spells look different, some 
could be inside relationship bondages, or look like patterns that have 
never been delt with before. Becuase they have never been considered 
relevant, through false or veiled governence. 

Goverment symbology is an important key to those that take the time 
to learn. Informed decessions can be made when a few private doors 
are swung open in the spirit for people to see truth. Remmebr 2020 
and all the systems of distraction so destruction could take place. 

In this Trading Room we need need your attention! but it’s in Trading 
Room 6 that you will come to a even greater awearness as you learn 
your power & authority that changes the unthinkable of the many 
layers to the hidden governence we offer our FREE WILL & give 
away entry into our soul territory {human trichotomy} 

Becuase of the hidden symbology veiled inside “the chambers & 
commerce” whom undertsand symbolgy more than most. It is through 
governence we give away {unknowingly} or give over the territory of 
the trichotomy that then is on auto pilot to self-impeach life resuts. 

Complicated as it sounds, it’s not, here your boundries will be 
awakened to instant wisdom, a truth once seen you cant unsee!
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